
Activities Included:

Make and Trace 
Mats

Alphabet Grab & Color Letter 
Identification Match the Letter Clip the Letters

Ending Sound 
Puzzles

Beginning Sound 
Cards I Spy Mats Sound Match Middle Sound Cups



Alphabet Grab & Color

Students grab a magnet and color the 
matching letter. Three sheets 
included – lowercase, uppercase and 
mixed. Printable letters included too in 
case you don’t have magnetic letters. 

I Spy Mats

Students search for the pictures that 
match the beginning sound shown on 
the mat. They can cover the objects 
with small items such as pom-
poms/erasers or circle them with 
erasable marker. Includes 26 mats.



Make and Trace Mats

Students fill the letters with pom-
poms, beads, mini-erasers, 
playdough or other small objects. 
Then, they trace the letters using 
erasable marker. 26 mats included. 

A blank and white 
(ink-friendly) 

version is included 
too.



Beginning Sound Cards

Students match the letters to the cards. 
Can be completed with magnetic letters 
or the cards can be written on with 
erasable marker. 52 cards included.

Letter Identification

Students locate and cover the 
lowercase and uppercase letters that 
match the mat. There are 2 to a 
page, 26 mats in total. 



Middle Sound Cups

Students sort the CVC words by their 
short vowel sound. Can be used with 
cups or bowls. 30 sorting cards 
included.

Match the Letter

Students match the letters. Great for 
letter identification and 
lower/uppercase matching. Use with 
letter magnets or erasable marker.



Sound Match

Ending Sound Puzzles

Students complete the puzzles by 
finding the pictures that match the 
ending sound. 14 puzzles included.

Students write the beginning, middle, 
ending sound of each picture. 5 different 
boards are included (2 beginning, 1 
middle, 2 ending). 



Clip the Letters

Alphabet Charts

Bonus alphabet charts are 
included for students to use as 
a reference when they are 
completing the activities.

Students use mini clips to identify the 
lower/uppercase letters on the 
strips. 52 strips included (for both 
lowercase and uppercase).


